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2014 Visitor Experience     
 

3 person crew leaves on first trip and one gets off when arriving at Allison to open the TDB. Car 

proceeds to McClane and returns to Allison. Conductor announces Trib Total Media Trolley Dis-

play Building visit and anyone who wants to get off, walks up to the building. The car proceeds 

back to Richfol. Guests should be made aware of departure times from Allison. 

 

Rotation:  

10:15 Crew 1(operator)-2(conductor) 

10:30 3(tour guide) gets on car at Richfol and goes to TDB 

10:55 Crew 1(operator)-2(conductor) 

 

11:15 Crew 2(operator)-1(conductor)  

11:40 1 gets off at Allison inbound for TDB, 3 becomes conductor 

11:55 Crew 2(operator)-3(conductor) 

 

12;15 Crew 3(operator)-2(conductor)  

12:40 2 gets off at Allison inbound for TDB, 1 becomes conductor 

12:55 Crew 3(operator)-1(conductor) 

 

1:15   Crew 1(operator)-3(conductor) 

1:40   3 gets off at Allison inbound for TDB, 2 becomes conductor 

1:55   Crew 1(operator)-2(conductor) 

 

2:15   Crew 2(operator)-1(conductor)  

2:40   1 gets off at Allison inbound for TDB, 3 becomes conductor 

2:55   Crew 2(operator)-3(conductor) 

 

3:15   Crew 3(operator)-2(conductor)  

3:40   2 gets off at Allison inbound for TDB, 1 becomes conductor 

3:55   Crew 3(operator)-1(conductor)  

 

4:15   Crew 1(operator)-3(conductor)  

4:40   3 gets off at Allison inbound for TDB, 2 becomes conductor 

4:55   Crew 1(operator)-2(conductor)  

5:10   3 BOARD EVERYONE BACK TO RICHFOL 
 

Use 2 different cars---hopefully a compare and contrast situation. 

 

This schedule could be run with two operators if neither are students. Operator & tour guide 

switch jobs every hour at Allison. 

 

If the crew cannot agree on crew positions; draw straws, or flip a coin to decide. Everyone be an 

integral part of the Team. 

  

See Page 3 for individual responsibilities of each team member. 
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Crew Member 1        

10:15 AM Operator       

10:55 AM Operator       

11:15 AM Conductor; disembarks at Allison inbound this trip with tour group 

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 11:40 am to 12:40 pm 

12:40 PM Conductor; boards service car with tour group(s) at Allison  

12:55 PM Conductor       

1:15 PM Operator       

1:55 PM Operator       

2:15 PM Conductor; disembarks at Allison inbound this trip with tour group 

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 2:40 pm to 3:40 pm  

3:40 PM Conductor       

3:55 PM Conductor       

4:15 PM Operator       

4:55 PM Operator       

         

Crew Member 2        

10:15 AM Conductor       

10:55 AM Conductor       

11:15 AM Operator       

11:55 AM Operator       

12:15 PM Conductor; disembarks at Allison inbound this trip with tour group 

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 12:40 pm to 1:40 pm 

1:40 PM Conductor       

1:55 PM Conductor       

2:15 PM Operator       

2:55 PM Operator       

3:15 PM Conductor; disembarks at Allison inbound this trip with tour group 

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 3:40 pm to 4:40 pm  

4:40 PM Conductor       

4:55 PM Conductor       

         

Crew Member 3        

10:30 AM Ride service car to Allison; disembark with tour group  

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 10:40 am to 11:40 am 

11:40 AM Conductor       

11:55 AM Conductor       

12:15 PM Operator       

12:55 PM Operator       

1:15 PM Conductor; disembarks at Allison inbound this trip with tour group 

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 1:40 pm to 2:40 pm  

2:40 PM Conductor       

2:55 PM Conductor       

3:15 PM Operator       

3:55 PM Operator       

4:15 PM Conductor; disembarks at Allison inbound this trip with tour group 

 Tour Guide and building attendant from 4:40 pm to 5:10 pm  

5:10 PM Ride service car back to Richfol 

   

When escorting guests to and from the TTMTDB, it is acceptable to permit the ones who wish to 

stay longer to gather at the bench near the man door while you walk down to Allison and back. 
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Rule Changes 
 

These are the changes we added to the Rulebook during  

Return Operator Training 

 

Page 21  After Rule 403 - add “Update” 

  After Rule 405 - add “Update” 

Page 22 After Rule 405b - add “406 Update-Section Added” 

  Change Rule 406 (and subsets) to “Rule 407” 

Page 23  “Page Updated” 

Page 24 “Page Updated” 

Page 25 “Page Updated” 

Page 26 “Page Updated” 

Page 27 “Page Updated” 

Page 28 “Page Updated” 

Page 29 Change Rule 440 to “Rule 450” 

  Change Rule 441 (and subsets) to “Rule 451” 

  At the bottom of the page - add “440 Dwarf Signals” 

  At the bottom of the page - add “441 Dwarf Signal Aspects” 

  At the bottom of the page - add “442 Abnormal Conditions” 

 

Refer to OO #14-01 

 

 

 

 

Signal Maps 
 

If you would like an unofficial 

copy of either or both of the 

signal system maps, please 

send a note to: 

training@pa-trolley.org  

 

 

 

Crew Schedule On Line 

 

Log-In and select your operating dates 

 

http://myptm.info/ 
 

or 

 

Contact Lynne Thompson  

 

724-228-9256 
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Why Broad Gauge? 
Edward H. Lybarger 

 
I have heard many explanations of how the “Pennsylvania Broad Gauge” came to 

be. For example: 

 

  The state legislature passed a law requiring it. 

 

  The Pennsylvania Railroad insisted upon it. 

 

  The politicians wanted no trains running down the streets in the middle of 

 the night. 

 

After some research in the Pennsylvania Law Library, I found there were no state-

wide standards. Because of the way laws were enacted then, each municipality di-

rectly or indirectly determined the gauge of street railways within its governance. 

 

An early company in Philadelphia was required to build to a 5’ 2” gauge and to con-

nect only with the companies of the same gauge. Needless to say, that set a stan-

dard there. In Harrisburg, a broad gauge city, no gauge was specified. Erie, a stan-

dard gauge town, also had no specified gauge, but locomotives were forbidden on 

the horsecar tracks, except to cross them. In New Castle, a dual gauge city, the city 

council was empowered to “prescribe the width of track and the kind of rail.” 

 

Here in Pittsburgh (and the likely thinking other places in the state where broad 

gauge was adopted), the requirement for the Citizens’ Passenger Railway Com-

pany, the city’s first, and subsequent operators was clear and logical:  “…of such a 

gauge as to be most convenient for the use of carriages and buggies pass-

ing over the same road…” 

 

Because the majority of track miles lay in the big broad gauge systems of Philadel-

phia, Pittsburgh, Reading, Lancaster, Connellsville, Harrisburg and Altoona, it is 

easy to associate the state with the broad gauge and overlook the fact that most 

operating companies in Pennsylvania were built to standard gauge! But 

where broad gauge reigned supreme, it was not through any conspiracy or vision of 

gremlins. It was pure practicality in its own time. 
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When a Wishbone Brings Bad Luck 

Dave Carpenter 
 

A wishbone is when a double-ended car leaves, after changing ends, with two poles 

on the wire. This happens when one of the crew forgets to pull down the front pole 

before leaving. It can happen anywhere on the line where a double-end car must 

change ends. If the pole that is back-poling takes the wrong wire at a switch or 

jumps the wire for any reason, several bad things can happen. 

 

1.   The trolley rope may break leaving the pole up in the air with no way to re-

trieve it without climbing up on the roof or getting a ladder. 

2.   The trolley pole may hit a span wire or bracket arm and be bent back usu-

ally causing severe permanent bending of the pole and rendering it useless. 

3.   In addition to the above, the pole may be driven down causing damage to 

the roof of the car particularly if the trolley pole jumps the wire at speed. 

4.   It is not unknown for part of a broken pole to smash a window and injure a 

passenger or crew member. 

5.   Finally the trolley wire may be brought down by the pole tangling with the 

wire or pull offs as the pole is bent backward. This causes the substation to 

trip, and the entire line is brought to a halt.  

 

If you allow this to happen, you are stranded, embarrassed and need help. The line 

is tied up until your crippled car can be returned to the shop. The museum is ex-

posed to the added risk of transferring passengers to another car or vehicle, the 

public is inconvenienced, the museum looses its credibility and maintenance per-

sonnel are faced with another repair job that could have been avoided. 

 

Why does a wishbone occur? Lack of attention to detail is the primary cause of for-

getting to pull down the front trolley pole. Lack of attention is caused by many fac-

tors. Some of these factors are: 

 

1.    Distractions by passengers, railfans, or crew members. 

2.    Distractions by equipment or signal malfunctions. 

3.    Distractions by radio crosstalk or answering dispatcher orders. 

4.    Distractions by events outside the car. 

5.    Missed communication between crew members. 

6.    Crew member hurried because car is late. 

7.    An unusual sequence of events disrupts the routine. 

8.    Tiredness. 

9.    A combination of the above. 

 

Continued on Page 7 
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When a Wishbone Brings Bad Luck - continued 

 

Regardless of these factors crews, are responsible for attention to all the details in-

volved in the safe and efficient operation of the cars at the museum. It is important 

that every member of the crew develop good operating practices that reinforce at-

tention to detail.  

 

Wishbones can be prevented. Below are some suggestions to help reinforce this at-

tention to detail. 

 

1.    Develop a routine that requires changing the poles as the first order of 

business at every end change. 

2.    On a two-man car the motorman should be responsible for changing the 

poles. The team may double check. 

3.    Walk down the outside of the car to pull down the front pole. This avoids 

distractions from inside the car and allows for inspection of the trucks and 

underbody of the car on the way back. 

4.    After pulling down the front pole, walk back far enough to visually confirm 

the pole is properly centered in the hook. 

5.    If an end change requires an additional operation outside the car such as 

throwing a track switch, pull down the front pole first before throwing the 

switch. 

6.    Use the hooking down of the front pole to remind yourself to change the 

headlight. 

7.    Mentally go over the end changing sequence before starting the car. Has 

everything been done? 

8.    Think before acting. Visually check if in doubt. Work as a team 

 

Your efforts to develop good operating practices, by paying attention to the details 

that make our operations safe and efficient, will help the museum ensure that visi-

tors have an enjoyable experience during the 2014 season. 

Miller Library 

Pennsylvania Trolley Museum 
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Reminders 
 

Arrive one hour before your shift begins. 

Work together as a team. 

Check the day book and fill it out at the end of your shift. 

Do not open air tanks over the concrete. 

Be a positive mentor to our students. 

Review locations of safety equipment on service car. 

Review emergency procedures on service car. 

Check the restrooms & trash receptacles. 

Sweep out the service car if need be. 

Put up the ropes on open car barn doors. 

Welcome the times you have a “tour guide only” person to your crew. 

Tell the store which cars and timetable you are using for the day. 

Escort passengers from the main entrance to Richfol. 

Use the “Art” steps when needed. 

Operate the car efficiently. 

Run on time. 

Observe all signals. 

Do not wave cars on at Museum Road. 

Close all windows and doors of the service car at the end of the day. 

Fill out a car barn closure form. 

Turn off all lights and secure all buildings. 

Do not turn off the lights on someone working in the TTMTDB. 

Enjoy your day. 

Our Operations Crew Birth Years 

 

1910-1919    1 

1920-1929    0 

1930-1939    9 

1940-1949  25 

1950-1959  19 

1960-1969    8 

1970-1979    4 

1980-1989    9 

1990-1999    3 

 


